
With AXA uniqueness.



Corporate culture Corporate culture

We are known for the quality of our machines and systems. But it is the people at AXA 
who ultimately make our company unique. Our machines can only be as good as the 
team that builds them. Unique machines can only be built by unique people. 

We see ourselves as a community in which each individual makes an indispensable 
contribution to the development of innovative machines through their personal dedica-
tion and expertise. Motivated employees who are full of enthusiasm and mutual respect 
are the basis for our success. This is why we maintain respectful and informal social 
interaction in our company at all times. 

Individuality always prevails as you cannot compete with inimitable characteristics. 
With increasing demands on the complexity and individuality of the machines, it is  
this uniqueness which endures. For us this means: a deep understanding of customer 
wishes, a passion for technology, joy in our work and an affinity for technological  
challenges.

Managing partners 
Alexander Saar, Matthias Kappelhoff, Ralf Schiller

Individuality drives us forward.

“The development and production of new, special solutions has been our strongest 
motivation for generations – and the basis for our success.”
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Vertical integration Vertical integration

“We complete the entire product development process in-house,  
from development and manufacture right down to commissioning.”

An ideal solution in which sustainability, quality and efficiency are equally fulfilled is 
usually only possible when you can plan independently and freely. That’s why all of the 
necessary basics for the manufacture of our machines are deeply embedded within our 
company. These include concept development and construction as well as production, 
assembly, sales, maintenance and spare parts supply. 

Thanks to the unusually high percentage of in-house production, we can work closely 
with our customers throughout the entire machine development process and easily 
react to any requests for change.

High vertical integration  
creates maximum flexibility.

Not only do we manufacture the machine beds and machine cladding ourselves, but 
also the important core components such as the main spindles, swivel heads, travelling 
columns and compound slides as well as the machine gantry, the tool changers, the 
rotary tables and even complex clamping fixtures. 

Regardless of whether you require standard solutions, custom solutions or comprehen-
sive system solutions: We will provide you with ideally attuned machine concepts that 
create true added value for your company. 

Come for a visit and see for yourself: We invite you to take a tour of our operations whe-
re you can have a look at our production and assembly areas!
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Development expertise Development expertise

Development expertise with tradition.

“Innovation is a joint task, and we take it very seriously at AXA because we know 
that this is how future conditions are set.”

Since 1965, a pioneering spirit has been the key to our ongoing success. In order to 
sustainably meet your and our own demands, we operate application-based research 
and development in-house. Many innovations have become integral parts of our machi-
nes this way. Our individual solutions are not the only result; you also benefit from an 
ever-growing wealth of experience.

Our competence is based on our high technological expertise, in-house component pro-
duction, the long-standing relationship with our qualified employees and the integration 
of the newest technology. At the same time, the development cooperation with our 
customers and suppliers as well as our own quality standards contribute to the success 
of our products.
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Service Job quality

The regular maintenance and upkeep of your machines guarantees their security, relia-
bility and value preservation. Our maintenance coverage plans are tailored to your ma-
chines because we, as the manufacturer, and our partners know your machines better 
than anyone. Our technicians and the service team on the hotline have many years of 
experience with the maintenance and commissioning of AXA machines and are always 
in direct contact with all factory divisions. 

Thanks to our professionally trained personnel and high production depth, we will be 
able to deliver an individual service and original AXA components for decades. That is 
how we can ensure that you benefit from our machines in a unique way: sustainably 
and reliably. 

 

We offer our employees a wide range of job opportunities with room for personal de-
velopment. Along with technical knowledge; integrity and openness, curiosity, a willing-
ness to change, motivation and pleasure in the workplace are all very important to us.

AXA mechanical engineering – we are one team made up of dedicated engineers, tech-
nicians, mechanics and tradesmen. We all have creative thinking and a love for tech-
nology in common. We are proud of our employees who make first-class, exceptional 
mechanical engineering possible in the first place.

Sustainable and reliable service.

With motivation and passion.
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“Commissioning, maintenance, inspections, repairs, retrofits or even total  
machine overhauls at the main plant – AXA services.”  



Vocational training Vocational training

We invest in education and training so that quali-
fied specialists will be there to support our com-
pany in the future and in order to pass on our 
valuable experience to the next generation. Our 
apprenticeship rate of more than 10% proves that 
we are eager to permanently gain young and tech-
nologically-oriented talent for our company. 

An apprenticeship at AXA is characterised by 
practical, independent and autonomous assign-
ments. Our apprenticeship programme has re-
ceived numerous acknowledgements and awards 
from schools, authorities and the Chamber of 
Industry and Commerce. This shows us that our 
efforts are on the right track for training new spe-
cialists.

A career choice with 
prospects for the future.
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“Whether you are a trainee, apprentice or student – we offer everyone the 
chance to a good apprenticeship with prospects for the future.”



AXA Entwicklungs- und  
Maschinenbau GmbH
Münsterstraße 57
48624 Schöppingen
Tel. +49 2555 87 - 0
Fax +49 2555 1496
www.axa-maschinenbau.de
mail@axa-maschinenbau.de

AXA Subsidiary South
Rudolf-Wanzl-Straße 9
89340 Leipheim
Tel. +49 8221 20782 - 0
Fax +49 8221 20782 - 20
nl.sued@axa-maschinenbau.de

AXA Subsidiary East
Auerswalder Höhe 3
09244 Lichtenau/Chemnitz
Tel. +49 37208 6995 - 0
Fax +49 37208 6995 - 21
nl.ost@axa-maschinenbau.de

AXA CNC-stroje, s.r.o.
Na Cintlovce 1580/5
26801 Horovice
Tschechien
Tel. +420 311 516420
Fax +420 311 516410
info@axacnc.cz
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